Abstract-In this work, simple and practical CDF scheduling methods are developed that preserve the virtues of CDF scheduling, namely fairness and effective use of multiuser diversity. They are the accelerated extended CDF scheduling (AeCS), modified non-parametric CDF scheduling (modified NPCS), and the CDF scheduling with optimized Quantizers (CSwQ) methods. The developed methods do not need a priori knowledge of the channel distribution and can work effectively in systems that support discrete number of transmission rates and are constrained by limited feedback resources. They exploit the limited feedback resource for their scheduling decisions and transmission rate selections and learn the distribution of channel quality information of each user, as needed, to best exploit multiuser diversity. The CSwQ method is shown to have desirable properties in terms of both system throughput and power savings. Analytical results for the system throughput and power savings of the CSwQ method are developed that are valid for a finite number of observation samples. Then, through numerical simulations, the developed methods are shown to effectively save transmit power and achieve high system throughput. In addition, they converge rapidly with the number of data samples to the ideal case wherein perfect knowledge of the channel CDF is assumed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A
SIGNIFICANT challenge in wireless communication system design is providing satisfactory service to a large number of users with varying needs and conditions. This can be partially interpreted as achieving both the highest system throughput and reasonably meeting each individual requirement. The first goal of high system throughput is achieved by being opportunistic and exploiting multiuser diversity [1] . The second goal of meeting user needs is achieved by sacrificing system throughput to maintain fairness among users [2] . Specifically, the system allocates resources to users with poorer channels to guarantee their needs are met even though such allocations are not supportive of achieving high system throughput. Because these goals are in conflict, good scheduling methods need to support fairness among users with minimal loss in Manuscript received March 14, 2014 ; revised October 25, 2014 ; accepted February 1, 2015. Date of publication February 6, 2015 ; date of current version June 6, 2015 . This research was supported by the National Science Foundation Grant No. CCF-1115645, the UC Discovery Grant com-212531, the Broadcom Foundation Gift, and the Ericsson Chair funds. The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was C.-B. Chae.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TWC.2015.2400998 overall system throughput. There are many scheduling methods and in this paper we consider cumulative distribution function (CDF) based scheduling proposed in [3] . This is because of the many promising attributes of the CDF scheduling, namely flexible and precise control of temporal fairness among users while at the same time ensuring high system throughput. A requirement and challenge in CDF scheduling is that the CDF of each user's channel quality has to be known a priori. The practical scheduling methods developed in [4] , [5] do not require a priori knowledge of channel distribution but learn them from the data and have been shown to retain many of the advantages of CDF scheduling wherein the CDF is assumed to be known perfectly. Motivated by the attractive features of CDF scheduling, in this work we seek to further advance and modify the developed methods so that they can be applied effectively to real systems with limited feedback resources and that support a finite number of transmission rates. As mentioned above, ensuring satisfactory quality of services for all users is of utmost importance in wireless networks. To do so, many fairness preserving scheduling methods have been developed which attempt to guarantee that every user is adequately served while efficiently utilizing network resource by exploiting multiuser diversity. Some commonly used fairness preserving schedulers are temporal fairness [6] , game theory based fairness [7] , utilitarian fairness [8] - [10] , MaxMin fairness [11] , [12] which maximizes the minimum among rates of the users, and max rate scheduling which are special cases of proportional fairness (PF) [2] , [13] , [14] . Fairness can also be supported by using utility functions [15] , and by minimizing potential delay as in [16] . On one end of the fairness versus throughtput tradeoff spectrum is round robin scheduling [17] , where users are served in a sequential manner and hence fairness is guaranteed. However, the approach does not exploit multiuser diversity and therefore results in poor overall system throughput. A popular and effective method is proportional fairness (PF) [2] . The method selects a user based on both the instantaneous channel quality as well as the average rate experienced in the past which is measured over a suitably chosen time window. However, analytical tractability of the PF scheduling in a multiuser environment with different user requirements is challenging and intractable to date.
This motivates our work on CDF scheduling [3] , [18] , [19] . Interestingly, CDF based scheduling has superior ability to precisely control temporal fairness among users and has the capability to make a good tradeoff between diversity and fairness. Recent studies have shown that the method is tractable in fairly complex environments and the analysis can lead to interesting system insights. The CDF-based scheduling is leveraged in a general multicell network in [20] and in a partial feedback OFDMA relay system in [18] to guarantee scheduling fairness and simultaneously obtain multiuser diversity gain. In [19] , the CDF-based scheduling is analytically studied in the random beamforming framework, and the notion of individual sum rate and individual scaling laws are proposed to characterize the performance under this scheduling policy. The challenge of learning the CDF and making them practical is addressed in [4] , [5] , [21] . The ranking based scheduling method in [4] , [22] works very well and is able to ensure all users in the system are served equally. However, the performance when users have different priorities and different number of channel quality information (CQI) samples is unclear. The non-parametric CDF scheduling (NPCS) method 1 is shown to be optimal for maximizing overall system throughput. Also, through numerical simulations, the practical CDF scheduling methods developed are shown to be frequently superior to PF scheduling particularly when fairness is emphasized [5] . However, the methods developed in [4] , [5] assume no limitation on feedback resources and also assume that the system can support a continuum of rates. In [21] , a system that supports a finite number of rates is considered. An interesting method, the Extended Cumulative distribution function Scheduler (ECS), is developed and analyzed. However, the method developed [21] converges very slowly, which limits it use, and also feedback resources are considered in a limited context.
In CDF based scheduling, similar to other opportunistic scheduling methods, the base station (BS) needs channel information to calculate the chosen scheduling metric for user selection and resource allocation. The channel information is hence vital to the performance of these scheduling methods and is obtained through a feedback mechanism [23] . The type of channel information that the BS has depends on the feedback method employed. An overview of feedback methods, the importance of feedback information, the state of the art techniques in feedback reduction as well as many related issues is provided in [24] . With feedback information, multiuser diversity can be exploited [25] , [26] and maximum system throughput can be achieved [1] . The overall throughput is shown in [27] to have double logarithmic growth not only for full channel state information (CSI) but also for one bit feedback systems. Though it is most desirable to have the highest quality feedback information [28] , such perfect feedback information is not available in real systems. In fact, any type of imperfection, which can be due to measurement error or feedback delay [29] - [32] , results in degradation in system performance which can be reflected in lower overall throughput, higher packet error rate [29] or more frequent outage conditions. In reality, only quantized feedback information is available [33] and the feedback can be optimized to maximize the average rate. The impact of limited feedback is further studied in [34] - [37] , wherein the system performance is analyzed and transmission techniques are suitably adjusted. Based on practical constraints, in this work we consider a system with limited feedback. Specifically, quantized feedback is assumed where each user is allocated a fixed number of feedback bits.
The work developed in this paper addresses the challenge of CDF scheduling methods in the context of systems with limited number of transmission rates (M) and limited feedback resources per user (B). The outline and contributions of this work are as follows. In Section II, the multiuser system model is presented along with the background on CDF scheduling. In Section III, a modification to the extended CS [21] , the accelerated extended CS (AeCS) method, is proposed to address the slow convergence problems of the extended CS method. To address the issues of feedback bits and varying number of training samples per user, the modified NPCS method [5] is proposed. Interestingly, this modified method together with a back-off scheme requires much less power than AeCS. As a consequence, the method achieves significantly higher throughput if the two use the same average transmit power. However, if the two have the same maximum transmit power, this method has a slight lower throughput in comparison with AeCS. We propose a CDF Scheduler with optimized Quantizers (CSwQ) which combines the virtues of both the modified NPCS and the AeCS. As a result, the proposed CSwQ scheme has the highest throughput while using significantly less power than the extended CS scheme. To best adapt the feedback strategy to each user's channel distribution, a method to fine tune the user's feedback quantizer according to the collected CQI samples is proposed. Finally, the throughput and power consumption of the CSwQ is analyzed. In contrast to the asymptotic nature of the results in [21] , the performance analysis results are valid for a finite number of samples. Then, in Section IV, experimental results are presented to support and verify the performance of the proposed methods. The simulations are shown to agree well with the results. Furthermore, the system throughput is shown to converge quite rapidly to the optimal throughput when the CDF is assumed known.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a multiuser downlink system with K users, each equipped with a single antenna. These users are served by a BS which also has a single antenna. Though the downlink system is specifically considered, a similar consideration can be applied to the uplink. Upon knowing the channel information, the BS selects a user for resource allocation. The received signal at a user k is
where y k is the received signal, s k is the transmit signal, and n k ∼ CN(0, 1) is the additive complex white Gaussian noise. ρ is the transmit power and referred as transmit SNR since the noise is fixed at variance one. h k ∼ CN(0, 1) is the channel from the BS to the selected user k, which is assumed to be independent over time, Throughout this work, the channels as well as noise are assumed independent across users and over time.
We denote the random variable associated with the CQI and the SNR of a user k by capital letters Z k and X k , where the instantaneous values are z k = |h k | 2 and x k = ρz k . To select a user to be served on a resource block, CDF based scheduling [3] is used. The CDF scheduler selects a user as follows:
w k is the weight which represents the proportion of network resource allocated to user k. The positive weight w k can be understood as priority of user k and is preassigned to all users
is an important step in computing the metric for scheduling. For discussion purposes, we use the terminology U-space when working with the transformed random variables and the CQI or original space when working with the CQI. Several advantages follow from the CDF scheduling policy. Note that the entire distribution plays a role in scheduling and that the random variable U k obtained from Z k is a uniform random variable between [0,1]. All the CQI are transformed to uniform random variables and so they appear identically distributed to the scheduler. From the user perspective, they also have the perception of competing with other users with similar characteristics! The distributions of other users' channels do not impact the performance of a particular user, in contrast to the PF scheduler, greatly simplifying the resource allocation and service guarantee task. Secondly, because the CDF is used in the transformation, and the CDF is a monotonically increasing function, 2 large values in CQI also results in large values in the transformed random variable. The selection policy ensures that the channel is assigned to the user k when the channel of user k is in a favorable condition, i.e. user with the minimum P(Z k > z k ) is scheduled. In other words, a user is scheduled when the user's channel supports a rate which is high enough but least probable to become higher, i.e. high end tail of its rate distribution. Thirdly, the resource needed can be allocated and readily met by choosing the weights, i.e. P(k * = k) = w k . Fourthly, this scheduler lends itself well for analytical studies and for developing insights as explained previously.
However, in real systems, the channel distribution needed to calculate (2) is usually unknown. CDF based scheduling methods for finite rate systems with limited feedback resources and when the channel distribution is unknown are developed in this work.
III. FINITE RATE CS SCHEDULING
In CDF scheduling, the BS upon selecting a user can transmit at the maximum rate supported by the link. In practice, the BS can only transmit at one of some finite predefined rates [21] . The rate options for the BS are assumed be a set of M rates r 0 = 0, . . . , r M−1 . It is assumed that the BS selects rate r i for communicating with a user if the capacity of the link to that user is greater than r i but smaller than r i+1 . In this case, the transmission is said to be in rate region i. Now we examine the relationship between the number of transmission rates M, the number of feedback bits per user B and the number of collected CQI per user N k . The number of transmission rates M is typically small, and we assume that the number of feedback bits B assigned to each user to be more than capable of encoding these transmission rates. The BS collects N k CQI samples from each user and with time, and reasonable channel coherence time, N k can be large. This leads to the relationship
The problem we discuss is how to design an effective CDF based scheduler under these constraints.
A. Window Based Extended CS
An interesting scheme, the extended CS, was proposed in [21] . Though feedback bits were not explicitly mentioned, it can be interpreted as a scheme where M = 2 B . We briefly summarize the scheme to motivate our work.
Algorithm 1. Extended CS
• Each user k measures its CQI and reports the rate index i k .
• The scheduler draws a sample u k from a uniform random
and transforms it into a scheduling metric u
• The scheduler selects a user whose scheduling metric is the largest, as in (2).
• The BS transmit to user k * .
• The scheduler updates the probabilities p k,i of the rates, and q k,i the corresponding partition in the U space as follows
where 0 < λ < 1.
In this method, λ is a parameter that controls the convergence rate of the method. An interesting feature of the method is that asymptotically, on convergence, it partitions the interval [0,1] (U space) into M disjoint regions in an optimal manner. The feedback requirements are minimal and equal log M bits. However, there is room for improvement. The convergence rate of the method is quite slow as shown in the numerical experiments presented in [21] . As a result, the partitions can be quite poor in an environment with short coherence times. So more optimal use of the data would be beneficial in learning the partitions. The number of feedback bits usually can be larger than the rates and it would be desirable to extend the method to accommodate this possibility. Since the number of rates are fixed, the improvement, from the additional number of bits, is more likely to be in better user selection and power savings. We will elaborate more on this later.
Accelerated Extended CS (AeCS): For Extended CS, we found the convergence rate can be improved by making more aggressive use of the data initially and by setting the parameter λ adaptively, i.e. time varying λ k . At the instant N k , the parameter λ is set as follows:
. This approach is akin to a decreasing step size in adaptive methods with the weight given to new samples diminishing with time, i.e.
This strategy is appropriate in a stationary environment but not for time varying environments. To deal with the non-stationary (slowly time varying) case, one can simply choose not to reduce λ k below a predetermined threshold. We do not pursue this in this paper. Our simulations show that this simple change greatly speeds up the convergence rate of the methods making it viable in practical scenarios. However, this does not address how to more effectively exploit feedback resources when 2 B > M. For the rest of the paper, we are interested in developing methods which can converge fast as well as effectively adapt with the availability of feedback resources.
B. Modified NPCS Algorithm
To better utilize feedback resources and to support finite rate transmission, we consider adaptation of a recently developed NPCS algorithm for learning the CDF [5] . In this method, the N k samples are sorted in an ascending order
The order statistics based approach appears more natural because large values of CQI are likely to play a more important role in scheduling and density mapping at the high end is more relevant. If the CDF was known, the random CQI variable Z k would be mapped to a random variable U k , uniformly distributed in [0,1], using the CDF, i.e. U k = F Z k (Z k ). Since the CDF is a nondecreasing function, the CDF mapping would result in the ordered CQI to map to an ordered set of values in the interval [0,1], i.e. the CDF mapping would result in
Since the order is preserved, the current CQI, assumed to be i k would map to u k(i k ) , the i k -th position. Herein, we restate that the CDF is unknown. Note that even though the order statistics of the CQI are not known, the distribution of the order statistics in the U space, U k(i) , are well known. Since the mean of the ordered statistics of U k(i) are known, NPCS considers a construction of a mapping from z k(i) to the i-th elementũ k(i) by partition the interval [0,1] into disjoint intervals with the mean values as the centers and generating a random variable uniform over that interval. As shown in [5] , NPCS with explicit feedback is the optimal algorithm for continuous rate transmission. For limited feedback systems, it is still optimal if the feedback resource is adequate to convey the order of user's CQI, i.e. when B > log 2 (N k ). However, in practice B < log 2 (N k ) would be the regime of interest, and it is modified to accommodate this constraint. The algorithm is described as follows.
Algorithm 2. Modified NPCS algorithm
• CDF mapping: For each of K users, generate a sample value to be used for resource allocation.
-Initialization:
• Each user k collects N k CQI samples which includes the instantaneous CQI and the past ones. These CQI are sorted in an ascending order and the position of the instantaneous CQI j is identified. -Identify a feedback index
• Calculate the expected value of the CDF, given the order j [5]
-The BS upon receiving the feedback index from a user k, generates the corresponding sample valueũ k based on a uniform distribution over the interval
, where q k,i k is the boundary between bins i k and i k + 1.
• User selection: k * = arg max kũ
The selected user feeds back its explicit CQI for rate selection.
As can be seen from the description of the algorithm, the algorithm is quite simple and the computation and data collection tasks can be conducted in a distributed manner. Each user keeps its own channel data and generates a feedback index in each scheduling interval. The BS collects feedback indexes from all users, generates the corresponding CDF samples and makes a scheduling decision. An advantage of this approach is that the computational requirements for the BS as well as for each user are minimal. In contrast to Extended CS, which is rate centric, this algorithm is CQI centric and hence power centric. As a result, an advantage of this approach is that the selected user, though is not guaranteed to have the highest rate, has the higher average SNR since the user is more likely to be selected when it's channel is in good condition. This implies that the user is likely to have better CQI than needed for the discrete rate selected and supported by the system. Hence the BS can reduce transmit power to meet the SNR requirements for that rate, thereby leading to power savings. Since the fedback procedure does not incorporate rate information, for the BS to transmit outage free, the user must feed back the rate index upon selection. This step is an extra requirement. Furthermore, though the overall SNR is much better than that in AeCS, as shown by the numerical results in Section IV (Fig. 2) , there is a slight loss in overall throughput as observed in the experiments [38] . This can be attributed to the fact that the boundaries in the U space generated by modified NPCS based on CQI do not coincide with the rate boundaries and so some regions can encompass two rates. We therefore look for a method that can make the best of AeCS and modified NPCS, and can effectively address both the loss in throughput of the modified NPCS and the low overall SNR of AeCS.
C. CDF Scheduling With Optimized Quantizers (CSwQ)
In the proposed scheme, we suggest doing the partition of the U-space in a hierarchical manner. First partition the [0,1] interval into M disjoint intervals corresponding to the rates. This is an attempt to capture the virtues of AeCS. Then partition each rate region more finely accounting for the remaining 2 B − M quantization levels. This is an attempt to capture the virtues of NPCS. Though these finer regions are not beneficial in term of increasing system throughput, it helps in the selection of a user with favorable channel conditions and hence potential power savings. For this discussion we assume that the number of partitions for each rate region, L i for rate r i , is fixed and known a priori. Intuitively, rates more likely to be supported by the channel should be partitioned more finely and this makes use of the feedback resources more effectively. We will discuss the choice of L i later. We denote q k,i as the empirical CDF corresponds to the quantization level i. The notation q k,i, j corresponds to the empirical CDF in the jth sub-interval, given the interval i is sub-divided into many sub-intervals. Furthermore, for this discussion, we assume all N k samples have been collected. A data adaptive version can be developed but is not discussed. The proposed scheme is as follows:
Algorithm 3. CSwQ
-Initialization: * Define feedback regions and M corresponding indexes.
• Determine M rate regions [0, . . . , r M−1 , ∞]. This is a one to one mapping from the SNR to the rates. • Divide each rate interval i into L i intervals.
For this discussion, we assume an uniform partition in the rate domain as follows:
The total number of encoded regions is Q = 2 B and hence
• The set L i , with i = 1, . . . , M is assumed known. 3 * Each user k collects N k CQI samples including the instantaneous CQI and the past ones. -Identify a feedback index which jointly encodes the rate index i k as well as the index of the finer partition j, i.e.{i k , j} 3 The optimized value of L i is set and agreed beforehand between the BS and each user k as described in algorithm 4. • User selection: k * = arg max kũ
The selected user k transmits with rate r i k .
In Alg. 3, the procedure to map the position of the current CQI in the CQI sequence to a feedback index {i k , j}, and then how to use this index for scheduling decision, is described. The feedback quantizer for each user k is assumed to be known before hand. In a heterogeneous network, these quantizers should be customized in accordance to each user's channel characteristic. Herein, we describe a learning method to customize the quantizer of each user based on the collected data for that user.
Algorithm 4. Constructing quantizers in the CSwQ
• Each user k collects N k CQI samples which includes the instantaneous CQI and the past ones.
• From the set of transmission rates r 0 ,..., r i k ,..., r M−1 , assume m k,i samples fall in the rate region between rate [r i , r i+1 ). As the system has more feedback resource to encode each CQI sample, each rate interval i can be divided into L i sub-intervals. 5 There are two options for dividing a rate region i into L i smaller regions.
-Equal space in CDF (U) domain:
-Equal space in rate domain.
with r i, j denotes the rate in jth sub-interval in the interval between the transmission rate r i and r i+1 .
• The value of L i is determined so that L i ≥ 1 and each interval has roughly the same number of samples. Let's assume we divide rate region [r i , r i+1 ) into equally space sub-intervals in rate domain. If we find any rate intervals a and b such that
Then, the boundaries q k,i k , j in Alg. 3 is the percentile value based on the samples of user k that support a rate smaller than r i k , j .
Similar to the application of the NPCS method, this scheme is also capable of distributing the computation and data collection tasks among the BS and all users. The difference is a quantizer has to be agreed upon between the BS and each user k. There are two ways to have such agreement. One way is the quantizer can be optimized by each user using Alg. 4 and fedback to the BS. The BS and each user k use that quantizer until a change is needed. The other is more distributed wherein the BS and each user run Algorithm 4 independently and obtain the same quantizer. At first, they can use a default quantizer which only sets rate boundaries. Upon counting the number of samples in each rate region, the BS and each user k can decide to further divide each rate region into finer sub-regions in a predetermined manner. As they use the same procedure, the number of sub-regions in each rate region are the same for both user k and the BS. This method results in more computational overhead at the BS because it has to compute quantizers for all users. However, the advantage is no information exchange on quantizers is needed between the BS and users. The quantizers can be updated more frequently based on the arriving data samples.
D. Performance of CSwQ
To evaluate the proposed method, we investigate its performance given the number of feedback bits B and the number of transmission rate M, under the assumption that B ≥ log 2 M. When B = log 2 M this method is identical to AeCS. In [21] , an analysis for extended CS is presented (B = log 2 M) which shows system performance when the CDF boundary ofũ k is stable. For this condition to hold, the parameter λ has to be set arbitrarily close to 1, which in turn requires an infinite number of CQI samples. In our work, we provide analytical results which can be used to evaluate system performance for any finite value N k .
As discussed in Section III-C, there are two options for dividing the interval between rate r i and r i+1 . The analysis for both options is similar and so we only provide analytical results for the case where the interval is divided into equally spaced intervals in the rate domain. The interval between rate r i k and r ik+1 is divided into L i k equally spaced intervals
. When a user CQI is associated with a rate region r i k , j , the channel can support transmission rate r i k , j . However, as the transmission rates supported are discrete and only M, the system is assumed to only transmit at rate r i k ,0 = r i k .
For the analysis, an important step is obtaining an expression for the probability that user k is selected when it has the rate r i k , j . We now develop this expression. Among (N k − 1) CQI samples, we denote bym i k , j the number of collected samples that support rates smaller than or equal to r i k , j , and by (m i k , j −1) the number of samples, other than the most recent sample, that support rate r i k , j . Then, the number of CQI samples, excluding the current instantaneous sample, that support a rate smaller than r i k , j+1 ism i k , j+1 =m i k , j + m i k , j . Using the binomial distribution [39] , the probability there arem i k , j+1 − 1 =m
is [39] , [40] 
Similarly, among thesem i k , j + m i k , j − 1 samples, the probability a sample supports a rate smaller than r i k , j is
. We consider the event that there arem i k , j samples that support a rate smaller than r i k , j and m i k , j − 1 samples with achievable rate between [r i k , j , r i k , j+1 ) . Givenm i k , j+1 , the probability of this event is given by
Then, by combining (7) and (8) and using Bayes rule
Given a set ofm i k , j and m i k , j − 1 samples, the scheduler generates a random variable U k,i k , j which is uniformly distributed in
. The probability user k is selected given this condition is [5] 
With all these components in place, finally we have
where (11) can be computed utilizing (9) and (10) Another probability required before we can evaluate system performance is the probability that a user k has CQI corresponding to the rate index i k , and rate sub-region j. This is given by
1) System Throughput in the CSwQ: When the channel of a user k has CQI represented by the index {i k , j}, the BS chooses a rate r i k for the link. The system throughput is given by
Substituting (11) and (12) into (13), we have the system throughput
2) Power Savings in the CSwQ: In the proposed method, when a link is selected it is likely that the channel is able to support a rate higher than the M rates supported by the system. Hence, the BS can potentially back off its transmit SNR toρ and be able to support the rate of transmission. For this purpose, we need to find the smallest value ofρ which supports rate r i k .
Specifically, with transmit SNR ρ, user k can support rate
. However, since the actual rate transmitted is r i k ,0 , where r i k ,0 = log 2 (1 +ρx k ), the transmit SNRρ can be lowered and given byρ
where
The average power saving can be calculated similar to (13) 
Substituting (11) and (12) into (16), the average power saved because of the additional feedback resource employed to get finer quantization regions is given by
To evaluate the achievable rate of each user k, we simply substitute the appropriate channel distribution function into (17) . The parameters of how to cluster each of the rate regions are based on the observed data as described in the Alg. 4. Proposition 1: When the number of collected CQI goes to infinity, the saving in power consumption of the CSwQ is
and the average system throughput [21] is
Proof: From (17), when the number of observed samples N k gets larger, the fractions converge to the CDF value, e.g.
. The probability that user k is selected is given by [5] Pr{k
Combine (12), (15) , and (20) we have (18) . Similarly, we can obtain the average system throughput which is equal to the throughput of extended CS [21] and AeCS.
Note that the above analysis is general and no specific channel model is assumed. Each channel distribution function F R k (·) represents the channel characteristics of a specific user which incorporates channel pathloss and fading. The system performance for different channel distributions can be easily studied. For instance, if we assume all users are under Rayleigh fading with SNR distribution F X k (x) = 1 − e − x ρ k , x ≥ 0, the channel distribution can be expressed as
where throughput r is a function of the received SNR x, i.e. r = log 2 (1 + x). The received SNR of user k is ρ k = c k ρ and is a function of the transmit SNR ρ and the pathloss c k . This distribution function is then substituted into (14) and (17) to evaluate system throughput and power savings in our proposed scheduling scheme.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We consider a multiuser downlink system with K = 10 users, where a user k is assigned weight w k = ak with the constant a Ce −λk = K. The transmit SNR is set at ρ = 10 dB. The setup used in our simulations is chosen to reflect the diversity in weights and pathloss of the users as well as to facilitate a systematic and controlled study. These weights and pathloss value are then used for all the experiments for the sake of fair comparison between the investigated scheduling methods. Other scenarios have been simulated with similar conclusions.
A. Explicit Feedback
Though we develop techniques for a system with limited feedback, system performance when explicit feedback is available at the BS is considered at first. To be specific, the BS has exact CQI values and applies the scheduling methods together with the power back off scheme. The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the sole effect of finite number of transmission rates on overall system performance. Then, the impact of limited feedback is introduced and more clearly demonstrated in the other experiments.
In Fig. 1 , the system throughput as a function of the number of collected CQI samples is investigated. In this experiment, the maximum transmit SNR is fixed at ρ = 10 dB. The BS uses the following set of transmission rates [0,1,2,4,6,8] bps/Hz. When the system has more CQI samples (N k ), the BS can select a user for service more precisely and so the system has higher throughput. With discrete number of rates, NPCS [5] and AeCS achieve the similar system throughput. When N k gets larger, system throughput achieved by NPCS or the extended CS method approach the throughput achieved when the CDF is perfectly known.
In Fig. 2 , average system transmit power as a function of the number of collected CQI samples is shown. From an energy perspective, knowing the CDF enables better exploitation of multiuser diversity and thereby results in reduced transmit power. In AeCS with power back off, when N k gets large, each gap in any two consecutive transmission rates can be further partitioned. Though the system can not transmit at a higher rate, it can back off the transmit power given that it knows the channel gain more precisely. The power back off scheme similar to that in Section III-D2 is herein applied. It is observed that NPCS [5] uses less transmit power than AeCS to support the same average system throughput given the two methods are both able to back off the transmit power. The savings in transmit power of NPCS is about 1 dB better than AeCS with power back off as shown in Fig. 2 . Alternately, using the same average transmit power, NPCS achieves higher system throughput. When the number of collected samples N k increases, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , NPCS converges rapidly to CDF scheduling with perfect CDF knowledge in terms of both average system throughput and transmit power.
B. Limited Feedback
We now examine the performance of the methods developed to deal with limited feedback and finite number of transmission rates.
In Fig. 3 , the average system power consumption as a function of the number of feedback bits is shown. As can be seen from the figure, the modified NPCS and the CSwQ methods use energy very efficiently. Similar to the case with explicit feedback, the average consumed power is about 1 dB less than that in the AeCS when the power saving mechanism is applied. Moreover, when the system assigns more feedback bits to encode each CQI sample, the power consumption of these methods converge very rapidly to the power consumption when the CDF is perfectly known.
In Fig. 4 , system throughput as a function of number of feedback bits is shown. As can be seen from the figure, as long as the feedback bits are adequate to encode all the transmission rate regions, the throughput achieved by the AeCS and the CSwQ remains unchanged and no longer depend on the number of feedback bits. Moreover, it can be seen that the AeCS and the CSwQ have the same throughput because the users in these methods have the same probability to be selected for any transmission rate. The weakness of the modified NPCS algorithm discussed before, namely slightly lower system throughput, is verified. The loss is due to the mismatches between the boundaries used for user selection and the rate boundaries. If one user selection region includes two rate regions, this will cause an increase in the probability that a user with lower rate is selected. When the system has more feedback resource (bits per CQI), as expected, the loss diminishes and the system throughput using the modified NPCS method gradually approach that of AeCS.
The numerical results show that the developed CSwQ inherits the virtues of modified NPCS and AeCS without their respective limitations. First, as can be seen from Fig. 4 , it has eliminated the loss in throughput suffered by modified NPCS by setting the feedback intervals not to overlap with more than one transmission rate regions. As can be seen from Fig. 3 , it has successfully exploited the additional feedback resource, by dividing the rate regions into smaller regions effectively, to enable power savings in contrast to AeCS. From Fig. 4 , the CSwQ has similar performance as the AeCS in term of system throughput. However, it uses less power than AeCS as it selects users more effectively.
We now validate the analytical results. The throughput (14) and power savings (17) of the CSwQ method are verified in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5 , the achievable throughput of user k as a function of number of collected CQI N k is shown. In this experiment, it is assumed that the system has 3 bits to encode each CQI sample and there are only 6 possible transmission rates. Hence, the additional freedom in quantization is used to further subdivide the transmission rate regions [2, 4] and [4, 6] into two intervals for power savings purpose. From the figures it can be seen that the analytical and simulated throughput and power saving results agree well. The analytical results are not asymptotic results, and show analytically how the actual throughput depends on the number of samples N k . In Fig. 6 , the consumed power of a user k as a function of number of CQI samples N k is shown. Herein, the power saved by each user can be slightly larger or smaller than the asymptotic value depending on various parameters such as the user's weight and the relation between the channel gain and the rate partitions. However, the actual power saved converges to the asymptotic value quite rapidly as observed from the figures. The throughput and power savings derived in (14) and (17) quickly converge to the corresponding asymptotic values in Proposition 1.
Through the experiments, we observe that there is not only overall system throughput but also always a proportional improvement for each individual user. The setting, e.g weights and pathloss of users, only affects the magnitude of the improvement.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, simple CDF scheduling methods are developed which can work without a priori knowledge of the channel distribution and can be employed in systems that support discrete number of transmission rates and have limited feedback resources. The developed methods are AeCS, modified NPCS and the CSwQ. Among these methods, the CSwQ is shown to incorporate the virtues of the other two methods without inheriting their drawbacks. As a result, the CSwQ achieves the highest system throughput while effectively saving transmit power. System throughput of the CSwQ is then analyzed and shown to converge rapidly to the performance with increasing number of CQI samples. Through simulations, the developed methods are shown to converge rapidly to the idealistic case of systems with perfect channel CDF, achieve the highest throughput for finite rate systems, and effectively save transmit power.
